
Appendix A: Answers to Odd-Numbered Prob-

lems

July 23, 1993

This appendix contains answers to the odd-numbered problems in the
book. The answers to the even-numbered problems are available via Inter-
net. Use telnet or ftp to reach my account at Indiana University.The machine
name is rasmusen.bus.indiana.edu, the IP number is 129.79.122.177, the ac-
count is `guest' and the password is `guest'. This is a Unix account, so re-
member to use lowercase letters and use the command `ls' to list �les. It can
be reached by telnet using the command \telnet rasmusen.bus.indiana.edu"
or by telephoning 812-855-4211 to reach Indiana University's 2400 baud mo-
dem and typing `connect rasmusen'. (The number for the 9600 baud modem
is 812-855-9681.) The answers are written in ASCII using LaTeX commands.
This means that you can download them to your computer easily, and load
them into your own wordprocessor, but if you do not know LaTeX you will
have to do some work interpreting the answers. I may also put DVI �les for
the answers in that account. These are image �les, which cannot be read
as text, but which might be printable on a postscript printer. I encourage
readers to submit additional homework problems as well as errors and frus-
trations. They can either be put in the guest �le, or sent to me by Internet
e-mail at Erasmuse@Indiana.edu.

Other books which contain exercises with answers include Bierman &
Fernandez (1993), Binmore (1992), Fudenberg & Tirole (1991a), J. Hirshleifer
& Riley (1992), and Moulin (1986). I must ask pardon of any authors from
whom I have borrowed without attribution in the problems below; these
are the descendants of problems that I wrote for teaching without careful
attention to my sources.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 1

1.1: 2-by-2 Games. Find examples of 2-by-2 games with the following
properties:
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(1.1a) No Nash equilibrium (you can ignore mixed strategies).
Answer. See \Simple Cycling" (Table A.1).

Table A.1 \Simple Cycling"

Jones
Left Right

Up 1,0 ! 0; 1
Smith: " #

Down 0; 1  1,0
Payo�s to: (Smith, Jones).

(1.1b) No weakly Pareto-dominant strategy pro�le.
Answer. See \Simple Cycling" (Table A.1).

(1.1c) At least two Nash equilibria, including one equilibrium that
Pareto-dominates all other strategy pro�les.

Answer. In \Ranked Coordination" (Table 1.7). (Large, Large)
has uniformly higher payo�s than (Small, Small).

(1.1d) At least three Nash equilibria.
Answer. In \Everything an Equilibrium" (Table 1.3), every

strategy pro�le is a Nash equilibrium.

1.3: Timmy and Scarface. Players Timmy and Scarface are caught
in a game like the \Prisoner's Dilemma" except that Scarface already has a
criminal record, so he will always get a prison term at least 5 years greater
than Timmy, regardless of who �nks and who denies. Construct an outcome
matrix (with Scarface as Row) and �nd the Nash equilibrium for this game.
(Note: There are at least two games that reasonably �t this story.)

Answer. The story is too vague to tell us exactly which game
Scarface and Timmy are playing, so I will give two possibilities. Table A.2
is constructed by just subtracting 5 from each of Scarface's payo�s in the
original \Prisoner's Dilemma" in Table 1.1. In equilibrium, Scarface denies
and Timmy confesses.

Table A.2 \Scarface I"
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Timmy
Deny Confess

Deny �6;�1 ! -15,0
Scarface: " "

Confess �15;�10  �13;�8
Payo�s to: (Scarface, Timmy).

Table A.2 is a little far-fetched, because it implies that when Scarface con-
fesses, Timmy's denial increases Scarface's punishment, as well as Timmy's.
This is possible. Maybe the judge wants to punish Timmy more (for deny-
ing), but must always punish Scarface more than Timmy. But Table A.3
shows another game to �t the story, one which preserves the \Prisoner's
Dilemma" property that a prisoner is treated more leniently for providing
useful evidence. Here, (Confess; Confess) is the Nash equilibrium, even
though Confess is not a dominant strategy for Scarface (he would Deny if
he thought Timmy would go along with him).

Table A.3 \Scarface II"

Timmy
Deny Confess

Deny �6;�1 ! �30; 0
Scarface: " #

Confess �13;�8 ! -20,-5
Payo�s to: (Scarface, Timmy).

1.5: Discoordination. Suppose that a man and a woman each choose
whether to go to a prize �ght or a ballet. The man would rather go to the
prize �ght, and the woman to the ballet. What is more important, however,
is that the man wants to show up to the same event as the woman, but she
wants to avoid him.

(1.5a) Construct a game matrix to illustrate this game, choosing num-
bers to �t the preferences described verbally.

Answer. See \The Battle of the Sexes with Unrequited Love"
(Table A.4).
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Table A.4 \The Battle of the Sexes with Unrequited Love"1

Woman
Prize F ight Ballet

Prize F ight 20;�2 ! �10; 2
Man " #

Ballet �20; 1  10;�1

Payo�s to: (Man, Woman)

(1.5b) If the woman moves �rst, what will happen?
Answer. (Ballet, Ballet).

(1.5c) Does the game have a �rst-mover advantage?
Answer. No| it has a �rst-mover disadvantage.

(1.5d) Show that there is no Nash equilibrium if the players move
simultaneously.

Answer. (Prize F ight, Ballet) and (Ballet, Prize F ight)
are not Nash because the man would deviate; (Prize F ight, Prize F ight)
and (Ballet, Ballet) are not, because the woman would.2

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 2

2.1: The Monty Hall Problem. You are a contestant on the TV show,
\Let's Make a Deal." You face three curtains, labelled A, B and C. Behind
two of them are toasters, and behind the third is a Mazda Miata car. You
choose A, and the TV showmaster says, pulling curtain B aside to reveal a
toaster, \You're lucky you didn't choose B, but before I show you what is
behind the other two curtains, would you like to change from curtain A to
curtain C?" Should you switch? What is the exact probability that curtain
C hides the Miata?

Answer. You should switch to curtain C, because

1Or, for the 1990's, \The Sexual Harassment Game."
2There does exist a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies, which will be discussed in

Chapter 3.
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Prob (Miata behind C j Host chose B) = Prob(Host chose B j Miata behind C)Prob(Miata behind C)
Prob(Host chose B)

=
(1)( 1

3
)

(1)( 1
3
)+( 1

2
)( 1

3
)
.

= 2
3
.

The key is to remember that this is a game. The host's action has revealed
more than that the Miata is not behind B; it has also revealed that the host
did not want to choose curtain C. If the Miata were behind B or C, he would
pull aside the curtain it was not behind. Otherwise, he would pull aside a
curtain randomly. His choice tells you nothing new about the probability
that the Miata is behind curtain A, which remains 1

3 , so the probability of it
being behind C must rise to 2

3
(to make the total probability equal one).

2.3: Cancer Tests. Imagine that you are being tested for cancer, us-
ing a test that is 98% accurate. If you indeed have cancer, the test shows
positive (indicating cancer) 98% of the time. If you do not have cancer, it
shows negative 98% of the time. You have heard that 1 in 20 people in the
population actually have cancer. Now your doctor tells you that you tested
positive, but you shouldn't worry because his last 19 patients all died. How
worried should you be? What is the probability you have cancer?

Answer. Doctors, of course, are not mathematicians. Using
Bayes' Rule:

Prob(CancerjPositive) = Prob(PositivejCancer)Prob(Cancer)
Prob(Positive)

= 0:98(0:05)
0:98(0:05)+0:02(0:95)

� 0:72:

(1)

With a 72 percent chance of cancer, you should be very worried. But at least
it is not 98 percent.

Here is another way to see the answer. Suppose 10,000 tests are done. Of
these, an average of 500 people have cancer. Of these, 98% test positive on
average| 490 people. Of the 9,500 cancer-free people, 2% test positive on
average|190 people. Thus there are 680 positive tests, of which 490 are true
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positives. The probability of having cancer if you test positive is 490/680,
about 72%.

2.5: Joint Ventures. Software Inc. and Hardware Inc. have formed a
joint venture. Each can exert either high or low e�ort, which is equivalent
to costs of 20 and 0. Hardware moves �rst, but Software cannot observe
his e�ort. Revenues are split equally at the end, and the two �rms are risk
neutral. If both �rms exert low e�ort, total revenues are 100. If the parts
are defective, the total revenue is 100; otherwise, if both exert high e�ort,
revenue is 200, but if only one player does, revenue is 100 with probability
0.9 and 200 with probability 0.1. Before they start, both players believe that
the probability of defective parts is 0.7. Hardware discovers the truth about
the parts by observation before he chooses e�ort, but Software does not.

(2.5a) Draw the extensive form and put dotted lines around the informa-
tion sets of Software at any nodes where he moves.

Answer. See Figure A.1.

Figure A.1 The Extensive Form for the Joint Ventures Game

(2.5b What is the Nash equilibrium?
Answer. (Low if defective parts, Low if not defective parts,

Low).
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(2.5c) What is Software's belief, in equilibrium, as to the probability
that Hardware chooses low e�ort?

Answer. One. In equilibrium, Hardware always chooses Low.

(2.5d) If Software sees that pro�t is 100, what probability does he
assign to defective parts if he himself exerted high e�ort and he believes that
Hardware chose low e�ort?

Answer. 0.72 (= (1) (0.7)/[(1)(0.7)+(0.9)(0.3)]).

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 3

3.1: Presidential Primaries. Smith and Jones are �ghting it out for
the Democratic nomination for President of the United States. The more
months they keep �ghting, the more money they spend, because a candidate
must spend 1 million dollars a month if he stays in the race. If one of them
drops out, the other one wins the nomination, which is worth 10 million
dollars. The discount rate is r per month. To simplify the problem, you may
assume that this battle could go on forever if neither of them drops out. Let
� denote the probability that an individual player will drop out each month
in the mixed-strategy equilibrium.

(3.1a) In the mixed-strategy equilibrium, what is the probability �
each month that Smith will drop out? What happens if r changes from 0.1
to 0.15?

Answer. The value of exiting is zero. The value of staying in
is V = �(10)+(1��)(�1+V=(1+r)). Thus, V �(1��)V=(1+r) = 10��1+�,
and V = (11� � 1)(1 + r)=(r + �). Thus, � = 1=11 in equilibrium.

The discount rate does not a�ect the equilibrium outcome, so a change
in r produces no observable e�ect.

(3.1b) What are the two pure-strategy equilibria?
Answer. (Smith drops out, Jones stays in no matter what)

and (Jones drops out, Smith stays in no matter what).

(3.1c) If the game only lasts one period, and the Republican wins the
general election (for Democrat payo�s of zero) if both Democrats refuse to
exit, what is the probability  with which each candidate exits in a symmetric
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equilibrium?
Answer. The payo� matrix is shown in Table A.5.

Table A.5 Fighting Democrats

Jones
Exit () Stay (1� )

Exit () 0,0 0, 10
Smith

Stay (1� ) 10,0 -1,-1

The value of exiting is V (exit) = 0. The value of staying in is V (Stay) =
10 + (�1)(1 � ) = 11 � 1. Hence, each player stays in with probability
 = 1=11 | the same as in the war of attrition of part (a).

3.3: Uniqueness in \Matching Pennies" . In the game \Matching
Pennies," Smith and Jones each show a penny with either heads or tails up.
If they choose the same side of the penny, Smith gets both pennies; otherwise,
Jones gets them.

(3.3a) Draw the outcome matrix for \Matching Pennies".

Table A.6 \Matching Pennies"

Jones
Heads (�) Tails (1� �)

Heads () 1;�1 �1; 1
Smith:

Tails (1� ) �1; 1 1;�1
Payo�s to: (Smith, Jones).

(3.3b) Show that there is no Nash equilibrium in pure strategies.
Answer. (Heads;Heads) is not Nash, because Jones would

deviate to Tails. Heads, Tails is not Nash, because Smith would deviate to
Tails. (Tails, Tails) is not Nash, because Jones would deviate to Heads.
(Tails, Heads) is not Nash, because Smith would deviate to Heads.
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(3.3c) Find the mixed-strategy equilibrium, denoting Smith's proba-
bility of Heads by  and Jones's by �.

Answer. Equate the pure strategy payo�s. Then for Smith,
�(Heads) = �(Tails), and

�(1) + (1� �)(�1) = �(�1) + (1� �)(1); (2)

which tells us that 2� � 1 = �2� + 1, and � = 0:5. For Jones, �(Heads) =
�(Tails), so

(�1) + (1� )(1) = (1) + (1� )(�1); (3)

which tells us that 1� 2 = 2 � 1 and  = 0:5.

(3.3d) Prove that there is only one mixed-strategy equilibrium.
Answer. Suppose � > 0:5. Then Smith will choose Heads as

a pure strategy. Suppose � < 0:5. Then Smith will choose Tails as a pure
strategy. Similarly, if  > 0:5, Jones will choose Tails as a pure strategy,
and if  < 0:5, Jones will choose Heads as a pure strategy. This leaves (0.5,
0.5) as the only possible mixed-strategy equilibrium.

Compare this with the multiple equilibria in problem 3.5. In that prob-
lem, there are three player, not two. Should that make a di�erence?

3.5: A Voting Paradox. Adam, Charles, and Vladimir are the only
three voters in Podunk. Only Adam owns property. There is a proposition
on the ballot to tax propertyholders 120 dollars and distribute the proceeds
equally among all citizens who do not own property. Each citizen dislikes
having to go to the polling place and vote (despite the short lines), and would
pay 20 dollars to avoid voting. They all must decide whether to vote before
going to work. The proposition fails if the vote is tied. Assume that in
equilibrium Adam votes with probability � and Charles and Vladimir each
vote with the same probability , but they decide to vote independently of
each other.

(3.5a) What is the probability that the proposition will pass, as a
function of � and ?

Answer. The probability that Adam loses can be decomposed
into three probabilities| that all three vote, that Adam does not vote but
one other does, and that Adam does not vote but both others do. These sum
to �2+(1��)2(1�)+(1��)2, which is, rearranged, (2� � 2� + 2� ).
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(3.5b) What are the two possible equilibrium probabilities 1 and 2
with which Charles might vote? Why, intuitively, are there two symmetric
equilibria?

Answer. The equilibrium is in mixed strategies, so each player
must have equal payo�s from his pure strategies. Let us start with Adam's
payo�s. If he votes, he loses 20 immediately, and 120 more if both Charles
and Vladimir have voted.

�a(V ote) = �20 + 2(�120): (4)

If Adam does not vote, then he loses 120 if either Charles or Vladimir vote,
or if both vote:

�a(Not V ote) = (2(1� ) + 2)(�120) (5)

Equating �a(V ote) and �a(Not V ote) gives

0 = 20� 240 + 2402: (6)

The quadratic formula solves for :

 =
12�p144� 4 � 1 � 12

24
: (7)

This equations has two solutions,1 = 0:09 (rounded) and 2 = 0:91(rounded).
Why are there two solutions? If Charles and Vladimir are sure not to

vote, Adam will not vote, because if he does not vote he will win, 0-0. If
Charles and Vladimir are sure to vote, Adam will not vote, because if he does
not vote he will lose, 2-0, but if he does vote, he will lose anyway, 2-1. Adam
only wants to vote if Charles and Vladimir vote with moderate probabilities.
Thus, for him to be indi�erent between voting and not voting, it su�ces
either for  to be low or to be high{ it just cannot be moderate.

(3.5c) What is the probability � that Adam will vote in each of the
two symmetric equilibria?

Answer. Now use the payo�s for Charles, which depend on
whether Adam and Vladimir vote.

�c(V ote) = �20 + 60[ + (1� )(1� �)] (8)
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�c(Not V ote) = 60(1� �): (9)

Equating these and using � = 0:09 gives � = 0.70 (rounded). Equating
these and using � = 0:91 gives � = 0.30 (rounded).

(3.5d) What is the probability that the proposition will pass?
Answer. The probability that Adam will lose his property is,

using the equation in part (a) and the values already discovered, either 0.06
(rounded) (= (0:7)(0:09)2+ (0:3)(2(0:09)(0:91)+ (0:09)2)) or 0.37 (rounded
(= (0:3)(0:91)2 + (0:7)(2(0:91)(0:09) + (0:91)2)).

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 4

4.1: \Repeated Entry Deterrence". Consider two repetitions without
discounting of the game \Entry Deterrence I" from Section 4.3. Assume that
there is one entrant, who sequentially decides whether to enter two markets
that have the same incumbent.

(4.1a) Draw the extensive form of this game.
Answer. See Figure A.2. If the entrant does not enter, the

incumbent's response to entry in that period is unimportant.

Figure A.2 \Repeated Entry Deterrence"
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(4.1b) What are the 16 elements of the strategy sets of the entrant?
Answer. The entrant makes a binary decision at four nodes,

so his strategy must have four components, strictly speaking, and the number
of possible arrangements is (2)(2)(2)(2) = 16. Table A.7 shows the strategy
space, with E for Enter and S for Stay out.

Table A.7 The Entrant's Strategy Set
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Strategy E1 E2 E3 E4

1 E E E E
2 E E E E
3 E E E S
4 E E S S
5 E S S S
6 E S E E
7 E S S E
8 E S E S
9 S E E E
10 S S E E
11 S S S E
12 S S S S
13 S E S S
14 S E S E
15 S E E S
16 S S E S

Usually modellers are not so careful. Table A.7 includes action rules for
the Entrant to follow at nodes that cannot be reached unless the Entrant
trembles, somehow deviating from its own strategy. If the Entrant chooses
Strategy 16, for example, nodes E3 and E4 cannot possibly be reached, even
if the Incumbent deviates, so one might think that the parts of the strategy
dealing with those nodes are unimportant. Table A.8 removes the unimpor-
tant parts of the strategy, and Table A.16 condenses the strategy set down
to its six importantly distinct strategies.
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Table A.8 The Entrant's Strategy Set, Abridged Version I

Strategy E1 E2 E3 E4

1 E - E E
2 E - E E
3 E - E S
4 E - S S
5 E - S S
6 E - E E
7 E - S E
8 E - E S
9 S E - -
10 S S - -
11 S S - -
12 S S - -
13 S E - -
14 S E - -
15 S E - -
16 S S - -

Table A.9 The Entrant's Strategy Set, Abridged Version II

Strategy E1 E2 E3 E4

1 E - E E
3 E - E S
4 E - S S
7 E - S E
9 S E - -
10 S S - -

(4.1c) What is the subgame perfect equilibrium?
Answer. The entrant always enters and the incumbent always

colludes.

(4.1d) What is one of the non-perfect Nash equilibria?
Answer. The entrant stays out in the �rst period, and enters
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in the second period. The incumbent �ghts any entry that might occur in
the �rst period, and colludes in the second period.

4.3: Pliny and the Freedmen's Trial. Afranius Dexter died mysteriously,
perhaps dead by his own hand, perhaps killed by his freedmen (servants a
step above slaves), or perhaps killed by his freedmen by his own orders. The
freedmen went on trial before the Roman Senate. Assume that 45 percent
of the senators favor acquittal, 35 percent favor banishment, and 25 percent
favor execution, and that the preference rankings in the three groups are
A � B � E, B � A � E, and E � B � A. Also assume that each group
has a leader and votes as a bloc.

(4.3a) Modern legal procedure requires the court to decide guilt �rst and
then assign a penalty if the accused is found guilty. Draw a tree to represent
the sequence of events (this will not be a game tree, since it will represent
the actions of groups of players, not of individuals). What is the outcome in
a perfect equilibrium?

Answer. Guilt would win in the �rst round by a vote of 55 to
45, and banishment would win in the second by 80 to 20. See Figure A.3.

Figure A.3 Modern Legal Procedure
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(4.3b) Suppose that the acquittal bloc can precommit to how they
will vote in the second round if guilt wins in the �rst round. What will they
do, and what will happen? What would the execution bloc do if they could
control the second-period vote of the acquittal bloc?

Answer.The acquittal bloc would commit to execution, in-
ducing the Banishment bloc to vote for Acquittal in the �rst round, and
acquittal would win. The execution bloc would order the acquittal bloc to
choose banishment in the second round to avoid making the banishment bloc
switch to acquittal.3

(4.3c) The normal Roman procedure began with a vote on execution
versus no execution, and then voted on the alternatives in a second round
if execution failed to gain a majority. Draw a tree to represent this. What
would happen in this case?

Answer. Execution would fail by a vote of 20 to 80, and
banishment would then win by 55 to 45. See Figure A.4.

Figure A.4 Roman Legal Procedure

3Note that preferences do not always work out this way. In Athens, six centuries before
the Pliny episode, Socrates was found guilty in a �rst round of voting and then sentenced
to death (instead of a lesser punishment like banishment) by a bigger margin in the second
round. This would imply the ranking of the acquittal bloc there was AEB, except for the
complicating factor that Socrates was a bit insulting in his sentencing speech.
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(4.3d) Pliny proposed that the Senators divide into three groups,
depending on whether they supported acquittal, banishment, or execution,
and that the outcome with the most votes should win. This proposal caused
a roar of protest. Why did he propose it?

Answer. It must be that Pliny favored acquittal and hoped
that every senator would vote for his preference,. Acquittal would then win
45 to 35 to 25.

(4.3e) Pliny did not get the result he wanted with his voting procedure.
Why not?

Answer. Pliny said that his arguments were so convincing
that the senator who made the motion for the death penalty changed his
mind, along with his supporters, and voted for banishment, which won (by
55 to 45 in our hypothesized numbers). He forgot that people do not always
vote for their �rst preference. The execution bloc saw that acquittal would
win unless they switched to banishment.

(4.3f) Suppose that personal considerations made it most important
to a senator that he show his stand by his vote, even if he had to sacri�ce
his preference over the outcomes. If there were a vote over whether to use
the traditional Roman procedure or Pliny's procedure, who would vote with
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Pliny, and what would happen to the freedmen?
Answer. Traditional procedure would win by capturing the

votes of the execution bloc and the banishment bloc, and the freedmen would
be banished. In this case, the voting procedure would matter to the result,
because each senator would vote for his preference.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 5

5.1: Overlapping Generations. 4 There is a long sequence of players.
One player is born in each period t, and he lives for periods t and t+1. Thus,
two players are alive in any one period, a youngster and an oldster. Each
player is born with one unit of chocolate, which cannot be stored. Utility
is increasing in chocolate consumption, and a player is very unhappy if he
consumes less than 0.3 units of chocolate in a period: the per-period utility
functions are U(C) = �1 for C < 0:3 and U(C) = C for C � 0:3, where C
is consumption. Players can give away their chocolate, but, since chocolate
is the only good, they cannot sell it. A player's action is to consume X units
of chocolate as a youngster and give away 1�X to some oldster.

(5.1a) If there is �nite number of generations, what is the unique Nash
equilibrium?

Answer. X=1. The Chainstore Paradox applies. Youngster
T , the last one, has no incentive to give anything to Oldster T�1. Therefore,
Youngster T � 1 has no incentive either, and so for for every t.

(5.1b) If there are an in�nite number of generations, what are two
pareto-ranked perfect equilibria?

Answer. (i) (X = 1, regardless of what others do), and (ii)
(X = 0:5, unless some player has deviated, in which case X = 1). Equilib-
rium (ii) is pareto superior.

(5.1c) If there is a probability � at the end of each period (after con-
sumption takes place) that barbarians will invade and steal all the chocolate
(so the civilized people have payo�s of U(C) = �1 for any C), what is the
highest value of � that still permits an equilibrium with X = 0:5 to exist?

4See Samuelson (1958).
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Answer. The payo� from the equilibrium strategy is 0:5+(1�
�)0:5 + �(�1) = 1� 1:5�. The payo� from deviating to X = 1 is 1� 1 = 0.
These are equal if 1 � 1:5� = 0; that is, if � = 2

3
. Hence, � can take values

up to 2
3
and the X = 0:5 equilibrium can still be maintained.

5.3: Repeated Entry Deterrence. Assume that \Entry Deterrence
I" is repeated an in�nite number of times, with a tiny discount rate and
with payo�s received at the start of each period. In each period, the entrant
chooses Enter or Stay out, even if he entered previously.

(5.3a) What is a perfect equilibrium in which the entrant enters each
period?

Answer. (Enter; Collude) each period.

(5.3b) Why is (Stay out, Fight) not a perfect equilibrium?
Answer. (Stay out; F ightjEnter) gives the incumbent no in-

centive to choose Fight. Given the entrant's strategy, if somehow the game
ends up o� the equilibrium path with the entrant having entered, the entrant
will Stay Out in succeeding periods. Hence, the incumbent would deviate by
choosing Collude and getting 50 instead of 0.

(5.3c) What is a perfect equilibrium in which the entrant never enters?
Answer. Entrant: Stay out unless the incumbent has chosen

Collude in some previous period, in which case, Enter.
Incumbent: FightjEnter unless the incumbent has chosen Collude in

some previous period, in which case, choose ColludejEnter.
In this equilibrium, the incumbent su�ers a heavy penalty if he ever colludes.

(5.3d) What is the maximum discount rate for which your strategy
pro�le in part (c) is still an equilibrium?

Answer. If the discount rate is too high, the Entrant will
enter and the Incumbent will prefer to collude. Suppose the Entrant has
entered, and the incumbent has never yet colluded. The incumbent's choice
is between

�(collude) = 50 +
50

r
(10)
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and

�(fight) = 0 +
100

r
(11)

These two payo�s equal each other if r = 2, so if the discount rate is anything
less, the equilibrium in (c) remains an equilibrium.

5.5: The Repeated Prisoner's Dilemma. Set P = 0 in the general
prisoner's dilemma in Table 1.9, and assume that 2R > S + T .

(5.5a) Show that the grim strategy, played by both players, is a perfect
equilibrium for the in�nitely repeated game. What is the maximum discount
rate for which the grim strategy remains an equilibrium?

Answer. The grim strategy is a perfect equilibrium because
the payo� from continued cooperation isR+R

r
, which for low discount rates is

greater than the payo� from (Confess;Deny) once and (Confess; Confess)
forever after, which is T + 0

r
. To �nd the maximum discount rate, equate

these two payo�s: R+ R
r
= T . This means that r = T�R

R
is the maximum.

(5.5b) Show that Tit-for-tat is not a perfect equilibrium in the in-
�nitely repeated prisoner's dilemma with no discounting.

Answer. Suppose Row has played Confess. Will Column
retaliate? If both follow tit-for-tat after the deviation, retaliation results
in a cycle of (Confess;Deny), (Deny;Confess), forever. Row's payo� is
T + S + T + S + :::. If Column forgives, and they go back to cooperating,
on the other hand, his payo� is R + R + R + R + :::. Comparing the �rst
four periods, forgiveness has the higher payo� because 4R > 2S + 2T . The
payo�s of the �rst four periods simply repeat an in�nite number of times to
give the total payo�, so forgiveness dominates retaliation, and tit-for-tat is
not perfect. 5

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 6

6.1: Cournot Duopoly Under Incomplete Information about Costs.
This problem introduces incomplete information into the Cournot model of
Chapter 3 and allows a continuum of player types.

5See Kalai, Samet and Stanford (1988).
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(6.1a) Modify \The Cournot Game" of Chapter 3 by specifying that
Apex's average cost of production is c per unit, while Brydox's remains zero.
What are the outputs of each �rm if the costs are common knowledge? What
are the numerical values if c = 10?

Answer. The payo� functions are

�Apex = (120� qa � qb � c)qa
�Brydox = (120� qa � qb � c)qb

(12)

The �rst order conditions are then

@�Apex
@qa

= 120� 2qa � qb � c = 0
@�Brydox

@qb
= 120� qa � 2qb = 0

(13)

Solving the �rst order conditions together gives

qa = 40� 2c
3

qb = 40 + c
3

(14)

If c = 10, Apex produces 33 1/3 and Brydox produces 43 1/3. Apex's
higher costs make it cut back its output, which encourages Brydox to produce
more.

(6.1b) Let Apex's cost c be cmax with probability � and 0 with proba-
bility 1��, so Apex is one of two types. Brydox does not know Apex's type.
What are the outputs of each �rm?

Answer. Apex's payo� function is the same as in part (a),
because

�Apex = (120� qa � qb � c)qa; (15)

which yields the reaction function

qa = 60� qb + c

2
: (16)

Brydox's expected payo� is

�Brydox = (1� �)(120� qa(c = 0)� qb)qb+ �(120� qa(c = cmax)� qb)qb: (17)
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The �rst order condition is

@�Brydox
@qb

= (1� �)(120� qa(c = 0)� 2qb) + �(120� qa(c = cmax)� 2qb) = 0:

(18)
Now substitute the reaction function of Apex, equation (16), into (18) and
condense a few terms to obtain

120� 2qb � [1� �][60� qb + 0

2
]� �[60� qb + cmax

2
] = 0: (19)

Solving for qb yields

qb = 40 +
�cmax

3
(20)

One can then use equations (16) and (20) to �nd

qa = 40� �cmax

6
� c

2
: (21)

Note that the outputs do not depend on � or cmax separately, only on the
expected value of Apex's cost, �cmax.

(6.1c) Let Apex's cost c be drawn from the interval [0; cmax] using the
uniform distribution, so there is a continuum of types. Brydox does not know
Apex's type. What are the outputs of each �rm?

Answer. Apex's payo� function is the same as in parts (a)
and (b),

�Apex = (120� qa � qb � c)qa; (22)

which yields the reaction function

qa = 60� qb + c

2
: (23)

Brydox's expected payo� is (letting the density of possible values of c be
f(c))

�Brydox =
Z cmax

0
(120� qa(c)� qb)qbf(c)dc: (24)

The probability density is uniform, so f(c) = 1
cmax

. Substituting this into
(24), the �rst order condition is

@�Brydox
@qb

=
Z cmax

0
(120� qa(c) � 2qb)

�
1

cmax

�
dc = 0: (25)
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Now substitute in the reaction function of Apex, equation (23), which givesZ cmax

0
(120� [60� qb + c

2
]� 2qb)

�
1

cmax

�
dc = 0: (26)

Simplifying by integrating out the terms in (26) which depend on c only
through the probability density yields

60� 3qb
2

+
Z cmax

0

�
c

2cmax

�
dc = 0: (27)

Integrating and rearranging yields

qb = 40 +
cmax

6
(28)

One can then use equations (23) and (28) to �nd

qa = 40� cmax

12
� c

2
: (29)

(6.1d) Outputs were 40 for each �rm in the zero-cost game in Chapter
3. Check your answers in parts (b) and (c) by seeing what happens if cmax =
0.

Answer. If cmax = 0, then in part (b), qa = 40� 0
6
� 0

2
= 40

and qb = 40 + 0
3 = 40, which is as it should be.

If cmax = 0, then in part (c), qa = 40� 0
12
� 0

2
= 40 and qb = 40+ 0

6
= 40,

which is as it should be.

(6.1e) Let cmax = 20 and � = 0:5, so the expectation of Apex's average
cost is 10 in parts (a), (b), and (c). What are the average outputs for Apex
in each case?

Answer. In part (a), under full information, the outputs were
qa = 33 1/3 and qb = 43 1/3 . In part (b), with two types, qb = 43 1/3 from
equation (20), and the average value of qa is

Eqa = (1� �)(40� 0:5(20)

6
� 0

2
) + �(40� 0:5(20)

6
� 20

2
) = 33 1=3: (30)

In part (c), with a continuum of types, qb = 43 1=3 and qa is found from

Eqa =
R cmax

0 (40� cmax

8
� c

2
)
�

1
cmax

�
dc

= 40� 20
8 � c2max

4cmax
= 33 1=3:

(31)
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(6.1f) Modify the model of part (b) so that cmax = 20 and � = 0:5, but
somehow c = 30. What outputs do your formulas from part (b) generate? Is
there anything this could sensibly model?

Answer. The purpose of Nature's move is to represent Bry-
dox's beliefs about Apex, not necessarily to represent reality. Here, Brydox
believes that Apex's costs are either 0 or 20 but he is wrong and they are ac-
tually 30. In this game that does not cause problems for the analysis. Using
equations (20) and (21), the outputs are qb = 43 1/3 (= 40 + 0:5(20)

3
) and qa

= 26 2/3 (= 40� 0:5(20)
6
� 30

2
).

If the game were dynamic, however, a problem would arise. When Brydox
observes the �rst-period output of qa = 24 1/6, what is he to believe about
Apex's costs? Should he deduce that c = 30, or increase his belief that c = 20,
or believe something else entirely? This departs from standard modelling.

6.3: Symmetric Information and Prior Beliefs. In \The Expensive-
Talk Game," \The Battle of the Sexes" in Table 6.1 is preceded by by a
communication move in which the man chooses Silence or Talk. Talk costs
1 payo� unit, and consists of a declaration by the man that he is going to
the prize�ght. This declaration is just talk; it is not binding on him.

Table 6.1 Subgame Payo�s in \The Expensive-Talk Game"

Woman
Fight Ballet

F ight 3,1 0; 0
Man:

Ballet 0; 0 1,3
Payo�s to: (Man, Woman).

(6.3a) Draw the extensive form for this game, putting the man's move
�rst in the simultaneous-move subgame.

Answer. See Figure A.5.

Figure A.5 The Extensive Form for the \Expensive Talk Game"
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(6.3b) What are the strategy sets for the game? (start with the
woman's)

Answer. The woman has two information sets at which to
choose moves, and the man has three. Table A.10 shows the woman's four
strategies.

Table A.10 The Woman's Strategies in \The Expensive Talk
Game"

Strategy W1;W2 W3;W4

1 F F
2 F B
3 B F
4 B B

Table A.11 shows the man's eight strategies, of which only the boldfaced
four are important, since the others di�er only in portions of the game tree
that the man knows he will never reach unless he trembles at M1.

Table A.11 The Man's Strategies in \The Expensive Talk Game"
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Strategy M1 M2 M3

1 T F F
2 T F B
3 T B B
4 T B F
5 S F F
6 S B F
7 S B B
8 S F B

(6.3c) What are the three perfect pure-strategy equilibrium outcomes in
terms of observed actions? (remember: strategies are not outcomes)

Answer. SFF, SBB, TFF.6

(6.3d) Describe the equilibrium strategies for a perfect equilibrium in
which the man chooses to talk.

Answer. Woman: (F jT;BjS) and Man: (T; F jT;BjS).
(6.3e) The idea of \forward induction" says that an equilibrium should

remain an equilibrium even if strategies dominated in that equilibrium are
removed from the game and the procedure is iterated. Show that this pro-
cedure rules out SBB as an equilibrium outcome.7

Answer. First delete the man's strategy of (T;B), which is
dominated by (S;B) whatever the woman's strategy may be. Without this
strategy in the game, if the woman sees the man deviate and choose Talk,
she knows that the man must choose Fight. Her strategies of (BjT; F jS)
and (BjT;BjS) are now dominated, so let us drop those. But then the man's
strategy of (S;B) is dominated by (T; F jT;BjS). The man will therefore
choose to Talk, and the SBB equilibrium is broken.

This is a strange result. More intuitively: if the equilibrium is SBB, but
the man chooses Talk, the argument is that the woman should think that
the man would not do anything purposeless, so it must be that he intends to
choose Fight. She therefore will choose Fight herself, and the man is quite
happy to choose Talk in anticipation of her response. Taking forward induc-
tion one step further: TFF is not an equilibrium, because now that SBB has

6The equilibrium that supports SBB is [(S;B), (BjS;BjT )].
7See Van Damme (1989). In fact, this procedure rules out TFF also.
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been ruled out, if the man chooses Silence, the woman should conclude it is
because he thinks he can thereby get the SFF payo�. She decides that he
will choose Fight, and so she will choose it herself. This makes it pro�table
for the man to deviate to SFF from TFF .

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 7

7.1: First-Best Solutions in a Principal-Agent Model. Suppose
the agent has a utility function of U =

p
w� e, where e can take the levels 0

or 1. Let the reservation utility level be U = 3. The principal is risk-neutral.
Denote the agent's wage, conditioned on output, as w if output is 0 and w if
output is 100. Table 7.5 shows the outputs.

Table 7.5 A Moral Hazard Game

Probability of Output of
E�ort 0 100 Total
Low (e = 0) 0.3 0.7 1
High (e = 1) 0.1 0.9 1

(7.1a)What would be the agent's e�ort choice and utility if he owned
the �rm?

Answer. The agent gets everything in this case. His utility is either

U(High) = 0:1(0) + 0:9
p
100� 1 = 8 (32)

or
U(Low) = 0:3(0) + 0:7

p
100� 0 = 7: (33)

So the agent chooses high e�ort and a utility of 8.

(7.1b) If agents are scarce, and principals compete for them, what
will be the agent's contract under full information? His utility?

Answer. The e�cient e�ort level is High, which produces an
expected output of 90. The principal's pro�t is zero, because of competition.
Since the agent is risk averse, he should be fully insured in equilibrium:
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w = w = 90 But he should get this only if his e�ort is high. Thus, the
contract is w=90 if e�ort is high, w=0 if e�ort is low. The agent's utility
is 8.5 (=

p
90� 1; rounded).

(7.1c) If principals are scarce, and agents compete to work for them,
what will the contract be under full information? What will the agent's
utility and the principal's pro�t be?

Answer. The e�cient e�ort level is high. Since the agent is
risk averse, he should be fully insured in equilibrium: w = w = w. The
contract must satisfy a participation constraint for the agent, so

p
w�1 = 3.

This yields w = 16, and a utility of 3 for the agent. The actual contract
speci�ed a wage of 16 for high e�ort and 0 for low e�ort. This is incentive
compatible, because the agent would get only 0 in utility if he took low e�ort.
The principal's pro�t is 74 (= 90-16).

(7.1d) Suppose that U = w � e. If principals are the scarce factor,
and agents compete to work for principals, what will the contract be when
the principal cannot observe e�ort? (Negative wages are allowed.) What will
be the agent's utility and the principal's pro�t?

Answer. The contract must satisfy a participation constraint
for the agent, so U = 3. Since e�ort is 1, the expected wage must equal 4.
One way to produce this result is to allow the agent to keep all the output,
plus 4 extra for his labor, but to make him pay the expected output of 90 for
this privilege (\selling the store"). Let w = 14 and w = �86 (other contracts
also work). Then expected utility is 3 (= 0:1(�86) + 0:9(14)� 1 = �8:6 +
12:6�1): Expected pro�t is 86 (= 0:1(0��86)+0:9(100�14) = 8:6+77:4).

7.3: Why Entrepreneurs Sell Out. Suppose an agent has a utility
function of U =

p
w � e, where e can take the levels 0 or 2.4, and his

reservation utility is U = 7. The principal is risk-neutral. Denote the agent's
wage, conditioned on output, as w(0), w(49), w(100), or w(225). Table 7.7
shows the output.

Table 7.7 Entrepreneurs Selling Out
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Probability of Output of
Method 0 49 100 225 Total
Safe (e = 0) 0.1 0.1 0.8 0 1
Risky (e = 2:4) 0 0.5 0 0.5 1

(7.3a) What would be the agent's e�ort choice and utility if he owned
the �rm?

Answer. U(safe) = 0+0:1
p
49+0:8

p
100+0�0 = 0:7+8 =

8:7. U(risky) = 0+0:5
p
49+0:5

p
225�2:4 = 3:5+7:5�2:4 = 8:6: Therefore

he will choose the safe method, e=0, and utility is 8.7.

(7.3b) If agents are scarce, and principals compete for them, what
will be the agent's contract under full information? His utility?

Answer. Agents are scarce, so � = 0. Since agents are risk
averse, it is e�cient to shield them from risk. If the risky method is chosen,
then w = 0:5(49)+0:5(225) = 24:5+112:5 = 137: Utility is 9.3 (

p
137�2:4 =

11:7�2:4). If the safe method is chosen, then w = 0:1(49)+0:8(100) = 84:9:
Utility is U =

p
84:9 = 9:21. Therefore, the optimal contract speci�es a wage

of 137 if the risky method is used and 0 (or any wage less than 49) if the
safe method is used. This is better for the agent than if he ran the �rm by
himself and used the safe method.

(7.3c) If principals are scarce, and agents compete to work for princi-
pals, what will the contract be under full information? What will the agent's
utility and the principal's pro�t be?

Answer. Principals are scarce, so U = U = 7, but the e�cient
e�ort level does not depend on who is scarce, so it is still high. The agent
is risk averse, so he is paid a at wage. The wage satis�es the participation
constraint

p
w � 2:4 = 7, if the method is risky. The contract speci�es a

wage of 88.4 (rounded) for the risky method and 0 for the safe. Pro�t is
48.6 (= 0:5(49) + 0:5(225)� 88:4).

(7.3d) If agents are the scarce factor, and principals compete for them,
what will the contract be when the principal cannot observe e�ort? What
will the agent's utility and the principal's pro�t be?

Answer. A boiling in oil contract can be used. Set either
w(0) = -1000 or w(100) = -1000, which induces the agent to pick the risky
method. In order to protect the agent from risk, the wage should be at
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except for those outputs, so w(49) = w(225) = 137. � = 0, since agents are
scarce. U= 9.3, from part (b).

7.5: Worker E�ort. A worker can be Careful or Careless, e�orts
which generate mistakes with probabilities 0.25 and 0.75. His utility function
is U = 100� 10=w � x, where w is his wage and x takes the value 2 if he is
careful, and zero otherwise. Whether a mistake is made is contractible, but
e�ort is not. Risk-neutral employers compete for the worker, and his output
is worth 0 if a mistake is made and 20 otherwise. No computation is needed
for any of this problem.

(7.5a) Will the worker be paid anything if he makes a mistake?
Answer. Yes. He is risk averse, unlike the principal, so his

wage should be even across states.

(7.5b) Will the worker be paid more if he does not make a mistake?
Answer. Yes. Careful e�ort is e�cient, and lack of mis-

takes is a good statistic for careful e�ort, which makes it useful for incentive
compatibility.

(7.5c) How would the contract be a�ected if employers were also risk
averse?

Answer. The wage would vary more across states, because
the workers should be less insured| and perhaps should even be insuring
the employer.

(7.5d) What would the contract look like if a third category, \slight
mistake," with an output of 19, occurs with probability 0.1 after Careless
e�ort, and probability 0 after Careful e�ort?

Answer. The contract would pay equal amounts whether or
not a mistake was made, but zero if a slight mistake was made, a \boiling in
oil" contract.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 8

8.1: Monitoring with Error. An agent has a utility function U =p
w � �e, where � = 1 and e is either 0 or 5. His reservation utility level
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is U = 9, and his output is 100 with low e�ort and 250 with high e�ort.
Principals are risk neutral and scarce, and agents compete to work for them.
The principal cannot condition the wage on e�ort or output, but he can, if
he wishes, spend �ve minutes of his time, worth 10 dollars, to drop in and
watch the agent. If he does that, he observes the agent Daydreaming or
Working, with probabilities that di�er depending on the agent's e�ort. He
can condition the wage on those two things, so the contract will be fw;wg.
The probabilities are given by Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Monitoring with Error

Probability of
E�ort Daydreaming Working
Low(e = 0) 0.6 0.4
High(e = 5) 0.1 0.9

(8.1a) What are pro�ts in the absence of monitoring, if the agent is
paid enough to make him willing to work for the principal?

Answer. Without monitoring, e�ort is low. The participation
constraint is 9 � pw � 0, so w = 81. Output is 100, so pro�t is 19.

(8.1b) Show that high e�ort is e�cient under full information.
Answer. High e�ort yields output of 250. U � pw � �e or

9 =
p
w� 5 is the participation constraint, so 14 =

p
w and w = 196. Pro�t

is then 54. This is superior to the pro�t of 19 from low e�ort (and the agent
is no worse o�), so high e�ort is more e�cient.

(8.1c) If � = 1:2, is high e�ort still e�cient under full information?
Answer. If � = 1:2, then the wage must rise to 225, for pro�ts

of 25, so high e�ort is still e�cient. The wage must rise to 225 because the
participation constraint becomes 9 � pw � 1:2(5).

(8.1d) Under asymmetric information, with � = 1, what are the
participation and incentive compatibility constraints?

Answer. The incentive compatibility constraint is

0:6
p
w + 0:4

p
w � 0:1

p
w + 0:9

p
w � 5:
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The participation constraint is 9 � 0:1
p
w + 0:9

p
w � 5.

(8.1e) Under asymmetric information, with � = 1, what is the
optimal contract?

Answer. From the participation constraint, 14 = 0:1
p
w +

0:9
p
w, and

p
w = 14

0:9
� (1

9
)
p
w. The incentive compatibility constraint tells

us that 0:5
p
w = 5 + 0:5

p
w, so

p
w = 10 +

p
w. Thus,

10 +
p
w = 15:6� 0:11

p
w (34)

and
p
w = 5:6=1:11 = 5:05: Thus, w = 25:5. It follows that

p
w = 10+ 5:05,

so w = 226:5 .

8.3: Unravelling. A prospector owns what may be a valuable gold
mine, worth an amount � drawn from the uniform distribution U [0; 100]. He
will certainly sell the mine, since he is too old to work it and it has no value to
him if he does not sell it. The several prospective buyers are all risk-neutral.
The prospector can, if he desires, dig deeper into the hill and collect a sample
of gold ore that will reveal �. If he shows the ore to the buyers, however, he
must show genuine ore, since an unwritten Law of the West says that fraud
is punished by hanging o�enders from joshua trees as food for buzzards.

(8.3a) For how much can he sell the mine if he is clearly too feeble
to have dug into the hill and examined the ore? What is the price in this
situation if, in fact, the true value is � = 70?

Answer. The price is 50{ the expected value of the uniform
distribution from 0 to 100. Even if the mine is actually worth � = 70, the
price remains at 50.

(8.3b) For how much can he sell the mine if he can dig the test tunnel
at zero cost? Will he show the ore? What is the price in this situation if, in
fact, the true value is � = 70?

Answer. The expected price is 50. Unravelling occurs, so he
will show the ore, and the buyer can discover the true value, which is 50 on
average. If the true value is � = 70, the buyer receives 70.

(8.3c) For how much can he sell the mine if, after digging the tunnel
at zero cost and discovering �, it costs him an additional 10 to verify the
results for the buyers? What is his expected payo�?
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Answer. He shows the ore i� � 2 [20; 100]. This is because
if the minimum quality ore he shows is b, then the price at which he can sell
the mine without showing the ore is b

2
. If b = 20 and the true value is 20,

then he can sell the mine for 10, and showing the ore to raise the price to 20
would not increase his net pro�t, given the display cost of 10.

With probability 0.2, his price is 10, and with probability 0.8, it is an
average price of 60 but he pays 10 to display the ore. Thus, the prospector's
expected payo� is 42 (= 0:2(10) + 0:8(60� 10) = 2 + 40 = 42:)

(8.3d) What is the prospector's expected payo� if with probability
0.5 digging the tunnel is costless, but with probability 0.5 it costs 120?

Answer. In equilibrium there exists some number c such that
if the prospector has dug the tunnel and found the value of the mine to
be � � c he will show the ore. If he does not show any ore, the buyers'
expected value for the mine is 0:5

�
100�0

2

�
+ 0:5

�
c�0
2

�
= c

4
+ 25. Having dug

the tunnel, he will therefore show the ore if � � c
4
+ 25, because then he

can get a price of � instead. Since c is de�ned as the minimal level he will
disclose, it follows that c = c

4
+25, which implies that c = 33 1

3
(and the price

is (1
4
)(33 1

3
) + 25 = 33 1

3
if he does not show the ore).

With probability 0.5, the prospector will not dig the tunnel, and will
receive a price of 33 1

3 . With probability 0.5 he will dig the tunnel, and will
refuse to disclose with probability 1

3
, for a price of 33 1

3
, and disclose with

probability 2
3
, for an average price of 66 2

3
, for an expected payo� of about

44.4.

8.5: E�ciency Wages and Risk Aversion. 8 In each of two periods
of work, a worker decides whether to steal amount v, and is detected with
probability � and su�ers legal penalty p if he does steal. A worker who is
caught stealing can also be �red, after which he earns the reservation wage
w0. If the worker does not steal, his utility in the period is U(w); if he steals,
it is U(w + v)� �p, where U(w0 + v)� �p > U(w0). The worker's marginal
utility of income is diminishing: U 0 > 0, U 00 < 0, and limx!1U

0(x) = 0:
There is no discounting. The �rm de�nitely wants to deter stealing in each
period, if at all possible.

8See Rasmusen (1992f).
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(8.5a) Show that the �rm can indeed deter theft, even in the second
period, and does so with a second-period wage w�

2 that is higher than the
reservation wage w0.

Answer. It is easiest to deter theft in the �rst period, since
a high second-period wage increases the penalty of being �red. If w2 is
increased enough, however, the marginal utility of income becomes so low
that U(w2+ v) and U(w2) become almost identical, and the di�erence is less
than �P , so theft is deterred even in the second period.

(8.5b) Show that the equilibrium second-period wage w�
2 is higher than

the �rst-period wage w�
1.

Answer. We already determined that w2 > w0. Hence, the
worker looks hopefully towards being employed in period 2, and in Period 1
he is reluctant to risk his job by stealing. This means that he can be paid
less in Period 1, even though he may still have to be paid more than the
reservation wage.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 9

9.1: Insurance with Equations and Diagrams. The text analyzes
\Insurance Game III" using diagrams. Here, let us use equations too. Let
U(t) = log(t).

(9.1a) Give the numeric values (x; y) for the full-information separat-
ing contracts C3 and C4 from Figure 9.6. What are the coordinates for C3

and C4?
Answer. C3 : 0:25x+0:75(y�x) = 0, and 12�x = y�x. Put together,

these give y = 4x=3 and y = 12, so x� = 9 and y� = 12.

C3 = (3; 3) because 12-9 = 3.

C4 is such that 0:5x+ 0:5(y� x) = 0, and 12� x = y � x. Put together,
these give y = 2x and y = 12, so x� = 6 and y� = 12.

C4 = (6; 6) because 12-6 = 6.

(9.1b) Why do you not need to use the U(t) = log(t) function to �nd
the values?
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Answer. We know there is full insurance at the �rst-best with any risk-
averse utility function, so the precise function does not matter.

(9.1c) At the separating contract under incomplete information, C5,
x = 2:01. What is y? Justify the value 2.01 for x. What are the coordinates
for C5?

Answer. At C5, the incentive compatibility constraints require that
0:5x + 0:5(x � y) = 0, so y = 2x; and �u(C5) = �u(C3), so 0:25log(12 �
x) + 0:75log(y� x) = 0:25log(3) + 0:75log(3). Solving these equations yields
x� = 2:01 and y = 4:02.

C5 = (9:99; 2:01) because 9.99=12-2.01 and 2:01 = 4:02� 2:01.

(9.1d) What is a contract C6 that might be pro�table and that would
lure both types away from C3 and C5?

Answer. One possibility is C6 = (8; 3), or x = 4; y = 7). The
utility of this to the Highs is 1.59 (=0:5log(8)+ 0:5log(3)), compared to 1.57
(=0:5log(10:99)+0:5log(2:01)), so the High's prefer it to C5, and that means
the Lows will certainly prefer it. If there are not many Lows, the contract can
make a pro�t, because if it is only Highs, the pro�t is 0.5 (=0:5(4)+0:5(4�7)).

9.3: Finding the Mixed Strategy Equilibrium in a Testing Game.
Half of high school graduates are talented, producing output a = x, and half
are untalented, producing output a = 0. Both types have a reservation wage
of 1 and are risk-neutral. At a cost of 2 to itself and 1 to the job applicant,
an employer can test a graduate and discover his true ability. Employers
compete with each other in o�ering wages but they cooperate in revealing
test results, so an employer knows if an applicant has already been tested
and failed. There is just one period of work. The employer cannot commit
to testing every applicant.

(9.3a) Why is there no equilibrium in which either untalented workers
do not apply or the employer tests every applicant?

Answer. If no untalented workers apply, the employer would
deviate and save 2 by skipping the test and just hiring everybody who applies.
Then the untalented workers would start to apply. If the employer tests every
applicant, however, and pays only wH , then no untalented worker will apply.
Again, the employer would deviate and skip the test.
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(9.3b) In equilibrium, the employer tests workers with probability 
and pays those who pass the test w, the talented workers all present them-
selves for testing, and the untalented workers present themselves with prob-
ability �. Find an expression for the equilibrium value of � in terms of w.
Explain why � is independent of x.

Answer. Using the payo� equating method of calculating a
mixed strategy, and remembering that one must equate player 1's payo�s to
�nd player 2's mixing probability, we must focus on the employer's pro�ts. In
the mixed-strategy equilibrium, the employer's pro�ts are the same whether
it tests a particular worker or not. Fraction 0:5 + 0:5� of the workers will
take the test, and the employer's cost for each one that applies is 2, whether
he is hired or not, so

�(test) =
�

0:5

0:5 + 0:5�

�
(x�w)�2 = �(no test) =

�
0:5

0:5 + 0:5�

�
(x�w)+

�
0:5�

0:5 + 0:5�

�
(0�w);

(35)
which yields

� =
2

w � 2
: (36)

The naive answer to why expression (36) does not depend on x is that � is the
worker's strategy, so there is no reason why it should depend on a parameter
that enters only into the employer's payo�s. That is wrong, because usually
in mixed strategy equilibria that is precisely the case, because the worker
is choosing his probability in a way that makes the employer indi�erent
between his payo�s. Rather, what is going on here is that a talented worker's
productivity is irrelevant to the decision of whether to test or not. The
employer already knows he will hire all the talented workers, and the question
for him in deciding whether to test is how costly it is to test and how costly
it is to hire untalented workers.

(9.3c) If x = 8, what are the equilibrium values of �, , and w?
Answer. We already have an expression for � from part (b).

The next step is to �nd the the wage. Pro�ts are zero in equilibrium, which
requires that

�(no test) =
�

0:5

0:5 + 0:5�

�
(x� w) +

�
0:5�

0:5 + 0:5�

�
(0� w) = 0: (37)
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This implies that

� =
x� w

w
: (38)

Substituting x = 8 and solving (36) and (37) together yields w� = 4 and
�� = 0:5.

In the mixed-strategy equilibrium, the untalented worker's pro�ts are the
same whether he applies or not, so

�(apply) = (�1 + 1) + (1� )(�1 + w) = 1: (39)

Substituting w = 4 and solving for  yields � = 2
3
:

9.5: Insurance and State-Space Diagrams. Two types of risk-
averse people, clean-living and dissipated, would like to buy health insurance.
Clean-living people become sick with probability 0.3, and dissipated people
with probability 0.9. In state-space diagrams with the person's wealth if he is
healthy on the vertical axis and if he is sick on the horizontal, every person's
initial endowment is (5,10), because his initial wealth is 10 and the cost of
medical treatment is 5.

(9.5a) What is the expected wealth of each type of person?
Answer. E(Wc) = 8:5(= 0:7(10) + 0:3(5)): E(Wd) = 5:5(=

0:1(10) + 0:9(5)).

(9.5b) Draw a state-space diagram with the indi�erence curves for
insuring each type for a risk-neutral insurance company. Draw in the post-
insurance allocations C1 for the dissipated and C2 for the clean living under
the assumption that a person's type is contractible.

Answer. See Figure A.6.

Figure A.6 A State-Space Diagram Showing Indi�erence Curves
for the Insurance Company
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(9.5c) Draw a new state-space diagram with the initial endowment
and the indi�erence curves for the two types of people that go through that
point.

Answer. See Figure A.7.

Figure A.7 A State-Space Diagram Showing Indi�erence Curves
for the Customers
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(9.5d) Explain why under asymmetric information no pooling contract
C3 can be part of a Nash equilibrium.

Answer. Call the pooling contract C3. Because indi�erence
curves for the the clean-living are atter than for the dissipated, a contract C4

can be found which yields positive pro�ts because it attracts the clean-living
but not the dissipated. See Figure A.8.

Figure A.8 Why A Pooling Contract Cannot be Part of an
Equilibrium
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(9.5e) If the insurance company is a monopoly, can a pooling contract
be part of a Nash equilibrium?

Answer. Yes. If the insurance company is a monopoly, then
a pooling contract can be part of a Nash equilibrium, because there is no
other player who might deviate by o�ering a cream-skimming contract.

ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER 109

10.1: Is Lower Ability Better? Change \Education I" so that the
two possible worker abilities are a 2 f1; 4g.

(10.1a) What are the equilibria of this game? What are the payo�s of
the workers (and the average payo�s) in each equilibrium?

Answer. The pooling equilibrium is

yL = yH = 0; w0 = w1 = 2:5; P r(Ljy = 1) = 0:5; (40)

which uses passive conjectures. The payo�s are UL = UH = 2:5, for an aver-
age payo� of 2.5.

9xxx Check on whether y should be s, for signal.
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The separating equilibrium is

yL = 0; yH = 1; w0 = 1; w1 = 4: (41)

The payo�s are UL = 1 and UH = 2, for an average payo� of 1.5 . This
equilibrium can be justi�ed by the self selection constraints

UL(y = 0) = 1 > UL(y = 1) = 4� 8=1 = �4 (42)

and
UH(y = 0) = 1 < UH(y = 1) = 4� 8=4 = 2: (43)

(10.1b) Apply the Intuitive Criterion. Are the equilibria the same?
Answer. Yes. The intuitive criterion does not rule out the

pooling equilibrium in the game with ah = 4. There is no incentive for
either type to deviate from y = 0 even if the deviation makes the employers
think that the deviator is high-ability. The payo� to a persuasive high-
ability deviator is only 2, compared the 2.5 that he can get in the pooling
equilibrium.

(10.1c) What happens to the equilibrium worker payo�s if the high
ability is 5 instead of 4?

Answer. The pooling equilibrium is

yL = yH = 0; w0 = w1 =; P r(Ljy = 1) = 0:5; (44)

which uses passive conjectures. The payo�s are UL = UH = 3, with an av-
erage payo� of 3.

The separating equilibrium is

yL = 0; yH = 1; w0 = 1; w1 = 5: (45)

The payo�s are UL = 1 and UH = 3:4 with an average payo� of 2.2. The
self selection constraints are

UH(y = 0) = 1 < UH(y = 1) = 5� 8

5
= 3:4 (46)

and

UL(y = 0) = 1 > UL(y = 1) = 5� 8

1
= �3: (47)
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(10.1d) Apply the Intuitive Criterion to the new game. Are the equi-
libria the same?

Answer. No. The strategy of choosing y = 1 is dominated for
the Lows, since its maximum payo� is �3, even if the employer is persuaded
that he is High. So only the separating equilibrium survives.

(10.1e) Could it be that a rise in the maximum ability reduces the
average worker's payo�? Can it hurt all the workers?

Answer. Yes. Rising ability would reduce the average worker
payo� if the shift was from a pooling equilibriumwhen ah = 4 to a separating
equilibrium when ah = 5. Since the Intuitive Criterion rules out the pooling
equilibrium when ah = 5, it is plausible that the equilibrium is separating
when ah = 5. Since the pooling equilibrium is pareto-dominant when ah = 4,
it is plausible that it is the equilibrium played out. So the average payo�
may well fall from 2.5 to 2.2 when the high ability rises from 4 to 5. This
cannot make every player worse o�, however; the high-ability workers
see their payo�s rise from 2.5 to 3.4.

10.3: Price and Quality. Consumers have prior beliefs that Apex
produces low-quality goods with probability 0.4 and high-quality with prob-
ability 0.6. A unit of output costs 1 to produce in either case, and it is worth
10 to the consumer if it is high quality and 0 if low quality. The consumer,
who is risk-neutral, decides whether to buy in each of two periods, but he
does not know the quality until he buys. There is no discounting.

(10.3a) What is Apex's price and pro�t if it must choose one price, p�,
for both periods?

Answer. A consumer's expected consumer surplus is

CS = 0:4(0� p�) + 0:6(10� p�) + 0:6(10� p�) = �1:6p�+ 12: (48)

Apex maximizes its pro�ts by setting CS = 0, in which case p� = 7:5 and
pro�t is �H = 13 ( = 2(7.5 - 1)) or �L = 6:5 ( (=7.5-1).

(10.3b) What is Apex's price and pro�t if it can choose two prices, p1
and p2, for the two periods, but it cannot commit ahead to p2?

Answer. If Apex is high quality, it will choose p2 = 10, since
the consumer, having learned the quality �rst period, is willing to pay that
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much. Thus consumer surplus is

CS = 0:4(0� p1) + 0:6(10� p1) + 0:6(10� 10) = �p1 + 6; (49)

and, setting this equal to zero, p1 = 6, for a pro�t of �H = 14 (= (6-1) +
(10-1) ) or �L = 5 (= 6-1 ).

(10.3c) What is the answer to part (b) if the discount rate is r = 0:1?
Answer. Apex cannot do better than the prices suggested in

part (b).

(10.3d) Returning to r = 0, what if Apex can commit to p2?
Answer. Commitment makes no di�erence in this problem,

since Apex wants to charge a higher price in the second period anyway if
it has high quality| a high price in the �rst period would bene�t the low-
quality Apex too, at the expense of the high-quality Apex.

(10.3e) How do the answers to (a) and (b) change if the probability
of low quality is 0.95 instead of 0.4? (there is a twist to this question)

Answer. With a constant price, a consumer's expected con-
sumer surplus is

CS = 0:95(0� p�) + 0:05(10� p�) + 0:05(10� p�) = �1:05p�+ 0:5 (50)

Apex would set CS = 0, in which case p� = 5
21
, but since this is less than

cost, Apex in fact would not sell anything at all, and would earn zero pro�t.

With changing prices, high-quality Apex will choose p2 = 10, since the
consumer, having learned the quality �rst period, is willing to pay that much.
Thus consumer surplus is

CS = 0:95(0� p1) + 0:05(10� p1) + 0:05(10� 10) = �p1 + 0:5: (51)

and, setting this equal to zero, you might think that p1 = 0:5, for a pro�t of
�H = 8:5(= (0:5 � 1) + (10 � 1)). But notice that if the low-quality Apex
tries to follow this strategy, his payo� is �L = 0:5� 1 < 0. Hence, only the
high-quality Apex will try it. But then the consumers know the product is
high-quality, and they are willing to pay 10 even in the �rst period. What
the high-quality Apex can do is charge up to p1 = 1 in the �rst period, for
pro�ts of 9 (=(1� 1) + (10� 1)).
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10.5: Advertising. Brydox introduces a new shampoo which is actually
very good, but believed by consumers to be good with only a probability of
0.5. A consumer would pay 10 for high quality and 0 for low quality, and the
shampoo costs 6 per unit to produce. The �rm may spend as much as it likes
on stupid TV commercials showing happy people washing their hair, but the
potential market consists of 100 cold-blooded economists who are not taken
in by psychological tricks. The market can be divided into two periods.

(10.5a) If advertising is banned, will Brydox go out of business?
Answer. No. It can sell at a price of 5 in the �rst period and

10 in the second period. This would yield pro�ts of 300 (=(100)(5-6) +(100)
(10-6)).

(10.5b) If there are two periods of consumer purchase, and consumers
discover the quality of the shampoo if they purchase in the �rst period, show
that Brydox might spend substantial amounts on stupid commercials.

Answer. If the seller produces high quality, it can expect
repeat purchases. This makes expenditure on advertising useful if it increases
the number of initial purchases, even if the �rm earns losses in the �rst period.
If the seller produces low quality, there will be no repeat purchases. Hence,
advertising expenditure can act as a signal of quality: consumers can view it
as a signal that the seller intends to stay in business two periods.

(10.5c) What is the minimumand maximum that Brydox might spend
on advertising, if it spends a positive amount?

Answer. If there is a separating signalling equilibrium, it will
be as follows. Brydox would spend nothing on advertising if its shampoo is
low quality, and consumers will not buy from any company that advertises
less than some amount X, because such a company is believed to produce
low quality. Brydox would spend X on advertising if its quality is high, and
charge a price of 10 in both periods.

Amount X is between 400 and 500. If a low-quality �rm spends X on
advertising, consumers do buy from it for one period, and it earns pro�ts
of (100)(10-6)-X = 400-X. Thus, the high-quality �rm must spend at least
400 to distinguish itself. If a high-quality �rm spends X on advertising,
consumers buy from it for both periods, and it earns pro�ts of (2) (100)(10-
6)-X = 800-X. Since it can make pro�ts of 300 even without advertising, a
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high-quality �rm will spend up to 500 on advertising.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 11

11.1: Fixed cost of Bargaining, Grudges. Smith and Jones are
trying to split 100 dollars. In bargaining round 1, Smith makes an o�er at
cost 0, proposing to keep S1 for himself and Jones either accepts (ending the
game) or rejects. In round 2, Jones makes an o�er at cost 10 of S2 for Smith
and Smith either accepts or rejects. In round 3, Smith makes an o�er of S3
at cost c, and Jones either accepts or rejects. If no o�er is ever accepted, the
100 dollars goes to a third player, Dobbs.

(11.1a) If c = 0, what is the equilibrium outcome?
Answer. S1 = 100 and Jones accepts it. If Jones refused,

he would have to pay 10 to make a proposal that Smith would reject, and
then Smith would propose S3 = 100 again. S1 < 100 would not be an
equilibrium, because Smith could deviate to S1 = 100 and Jones would still
be willing to accept.

(11.1b) If c = 80, what is the equilibrium outcome?
Answer. If the game goes to Round 3, Smith will propose

S3 = 100 and Jones will accept, but this will cost Smith 80. Hence, if
Jones proposes S2 = 20, Smith will accept it, leaving 80 for Jones|who
would, however pay 10 to make his o�er. Hence, in Round 1 Smith must
o�er S1 = 30 to induce Jones to accept, and that will be the equilibrium
outcome.

(11.1c) If c = 10, what is the equilibrium outcome?
Answer. If the game goes to Round 3, Smith will propose

S3 = 100 and Jones will accept, but this will cost Smith 10. Hence, if Jones
proposes S2 = 90, Smith will accept it, leaving 10 for Jones|who would,
however pay 10 to make his o�er. Hence, in Round 1 Smith need only
o�er S1 = 100 to induce Jones to accept, and that will be the equilibrium
outcome.

(11.1d) What happens if c = 0, but Jones is very emotional and would
spit in Smith's face and throw the 100 dollars to Dobbs if Smith proposes
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S = 100? Assume that Smith knows Jones's personality perfectly.
Answer. However emotional Jones may be, there is some min-

imum o�er M that he would accept, which probably is less than 50 (but you
never know|some people think they are entitled to everything, and one could
imagine a utility function such that Jones would refuse S = 5 and prefer to
bear the cost 10 in the second round in order to get the whole 100 dollars).
The equilibrium will be for Smith to propose exactly S-M in Round 1, and
for Jones to accept.

11.3: The Nash bargaining solution. Smith and Jones, shipwrecked
on a desert island, are trying to split 100 pounds of cornmeal and 100 pints
of molasses, their only supplies. Smith's utility function is Us = C + 0:5M
and Jones's is Uj = 3:5C + 3:5M . If they cannot agree, they �ght to the
death, with U = 0 for the loser. Jones wins with probability 0.8.

(11.3a) What is the threat point?
Answer. The threat point gives the expected utility for Smith

and Jones if they �ght. This is 560 for Jones (=0.8(350 + 350) + 0), and
30 for Smith (=0.2(100+50) + 0).

(11.3b) With a 50-50 split of the supplies, what are the utilities if the
two players do not recontract? Is this e�cient?

Answer. The split would give the utilities Us = 75 (= 50 +
25) and Uj = 350. If Smith then traded 10 pints of molasses to Jones for
8 pounds of cornmeal, the utilities would become Us = 78 (= 58+20) and
Uj = 357 (=3.5(60) + 3.5(42)), so both would have gained. The 50-50 split
is not e�cient.

(11.3c) Draw the threat point and Pareto frontier in utility space (put
Us on the horizontal axis).

Answer. See Figure A.9.

Figure A.9 The Threat Point and Pareto Frontier
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To draw the diagram, �rst consider the extreme points. If Smith gets
everything, his utility is 150 and Jones's is 0. If Jones gets everything, his
utility is 700 and Smith's is 0. If we start at (150,0) and wish to e�ciently help
Jones at the expense of Smith, this is done by giving Jones some molasses,
since Jones puts a higher relative value on molasses. This can be done until
Jones has all the molasses, at utility point (100, 350). Beyond there, one
must take cornmeal away from Smith if one is to help Jones further, so the
Pareto frontier acquires a atter slope.

(11.3d) According to the Nash bargaining solution, what are utilities?
How are the goods split?

Answer. To �nd the Nash bargaining solution, maximize (Us�
30)(Uj�560). Note from the diagram that it seems the solution will be on the
upper part of the Pareto frontier, above (100,350), where Jones is consuming
all the molasses, and where if Smith loses one utility unit, Jones gets 3.5. If
we let X denote the amount of cornmeal that Jones gets, we can rewrite the
problem as

Maximize

X (100�X � 30)(350 + 3:5X � 560) (52)

This maximand equals (70 �X)(3:5X � 210) = �14; 700 + 455X � 3:5X2.
The �rst order condition is 455� 7X = 0, so X� = 65. Thus, Smith gets 35
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pounds of cornmeal, Jones gets 65 pounds of cornmeal and 100 of molasses,
and Us = 35 and Uj = 577:5.

(11.3e) Suppose Smith discovers a cookbook full of recipes for a variety
of molasses candies and corn mu�ns, and his utility function becomes Us =
10C+5M . Show that the split of goods in part (d) remains the same despite
his improved utility function.

Answer. The utility point at which Jones has all the molasses
and Smith has the molasses is now (1000, 350), since Smith's utility is (10)
(100). Smith's new threat point utility is 300(= 0:2((10)(100) + (5)(100)).
Thus, the Nash problem of equation (52) becomes

Maximize

X (1000� 10X � 300)(350+ 3:5X � 560): (53)

But this maximand is the same as (10)(100�X � 30)(350+3:5X � 560), so
it must have the same solution as was found in part (d).

11.5: A Fixed cost of Bargaining and Incomplete Information.
Smith and Jones are trying to split 100 dollars. In bargaining round 1,
Smith makes an o�er at cost c, proposing to keep S1 for himself. Jones
either accepts (ending the game) or rejects. In round 2, Jones makes an o�er
of S2 for Smith, at cost 10, and Smith either accepts or rejects. In round 3,
Smith makes an o�er of S3 at cost c, and Jones either accepts or rejects. If
no o�er is ever accepted, the 100 dollars goes to a third player, Parker.

(11.5a) If c = 0, what is the equilibrium outcome?
Answer. S1 = 100and Jones accepts it. If Jones refused, he

would have to pay 10 to make a proposal that Smith would reject, and then
Smith would propose S3 = 100 again. S1 < 100 would not be an equilibrium,
because Smith could deviate to S1 = 100 and Jones would still be willing to
accept .

(11.5b) If c = 80, what is the equilibrium outcome?
Answer. If the game goes to Round 3, Smith will propose

S3 = 100 and Jones will accept, but this will cost Smith 80. Hence, if Jones
proposes S2 = 20, Smith will accept it, leaving 80 for Jones|who would,
however, pay 10 to make his o�er. Hence, in Round 1 Smith must o�er
S1 = 30 to induce Jones to accept, which will be the equilibrium outcome.
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(11.5c) If Jones's priors are that c = 0 and c = 80 are equally likely,
but only Smith knows the true value, what is the equilibriumoutcome? (Hint:
the equilibrium uses mixed strategies.)

Answer. Smith's equilibrium strategy is to o�er S1 = 100
with probability 1 if c = 0 and probability 1

7
if c = 80; to o�er S1 = 30

with probability 6/7 if c = 80. He accepts S2 � 20 if c = 80 and S2 = 100
if c = 0, and proposes S3 = 100 regardless of c. Jones accepts S1 = 100
with probability 1

8
, rejects S1 2 (30; 100), and accepts S1 � 30. He proposes

S2 = 20 and accepts S3 = 100. Out of equilibrium, a supporting belief for
Jones to believe that if S1 equals neither 30 nor 100, then Prob(c = 80) = 1.

If c = 0, the equilibrium outcome is for Smith to propose S1 = 100, for
Jones to accept with probability 1

8
and to propose S2 = 20 otherwise and

be rejected, and for Smith to then propose S3 = 100 and be accepted. If
c = 80, the equilibrium outcome is with probability 6/7 for Smith to propose
S1 = 30 and be accepted, with probability (1

7)(
1
8) to propose S1 = 100 and

be accepted, and with probability (1
7
)(7

8
) to propose S1 = 100, be rejected,

and then to be proposed S2 = 20 and to accept.

The rationale behind the equilibrium strategies is as follows. In Round 3,
either type of Smith does best by proposing a share of 100, and Jones might
as well accept. In Round 2, anything but S2 = 100 would be rejected by
Smith if c = 0, so Jones should give up on that and o�er S2 = 20, which
would be accepted if c = 80 because if that type of Smith were to wait, he
would have to pay 80 to propose S3 = 100. In Round 1, if c = 0, Smith should
propose S1 = 100, since he can wait until Round 3 and get that anyway at
zero extra cost. There is no pure strategy equilibrium, because if c = 80,
Smith would pretend that c = 0 and propose S1 = 100 if Jones would accept
that. But if Jones accepts only with probability �, then Smith runs the risk
of only getting 20 in the second period, less than S1 = 30, which would be
accepted by Jones with probability 1. Similarly, if Smith proposes S1 = 100
with probability  when c = 80, Jones can either accept it, or wait, in which
case Jones might either pay a cost of 10 and end up with S3 = 100 anyway,
or get Smith to accept S2 = 20.

The probability  must equate Jones's two pure-strategy payo�s. Using
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Bayes's Rule for the probabilities in (55), the payo�s are10

�j(accept S1 = 100) = 0 (54)

and

�j(reject S1 = 100) = �10 +
 

0:5

0:5 + 0:5

!
(80) +

 
0:5

0:5 + 0:5

!
(0) ; (55)

which yields  = 1
7
.

The probability � must equate Smith's two pure-strategy payo�s:

�s(S1 = 30) = 30 (56)

and
�s(S1 = 100) = �100 + (1� �)20; (57)

which yields � = 1
8
.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 12

12.1: Rent-Seeking. Two risk-neutral neighbors, Smith and Jones,
have gone to court and are considering bribing a judge in 16th century Eng-
land. Each of them makes a gift, and whoever's is the biggest is awarded
property worth $2000. If both bribe the same amount, the chances are 50
percent for each of them to win the lawsuit. Gifts must be either $0, 900,
or 2000.

(12.1a) What is the unique pure-strategy equilibrium for this game?
Answer. Each bids $900, for expected pro�ts of 100 each

(=-900 + 0.5(2000)). Table A.12 shows the payo�s (but also includes the
payo�s for when the strategy of a bid of 1500 is allowed). A player who
deviates to 0 has a payo� of 0; a player who deviates to 2000 has a payo�
of 0. (0,0) is not an equilibrium, because the expected payo� is 1000, but a
player who deviated to 900 would have a payo� of 1100.

10xxx Fixed up, Jyly 23, 1993.
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Table A.12 \Bribes I"

Jones
$0 $900 $1500 $2000

$0 1000,1000 0,1100 0,500 0,0
Smith: $900 1100,0 100,100 -900, 500 -900,0

$1500 500,0 500;�900 �500;�500 �1500; 0
$2000 0,0 0;�900 0;�1500 �1000;�1000

Payo�s to: (Smith, Jones).

(12.1b) Suppose that it is also possible to give a 1500 pound gift. Why
does there no longer exist a pure-strategy equilibrium?

Answer. If Smith bids 0 or 900, Jones would bid 1500. If
Smith bids 1500, Jones would bid 2000. If both bid 2000, then one can pro�t
by deviating to 0. But if Smith bids 2000 and Jones bids 0, Smith will deviate
to 900. This exhausts all the possibilities.

(12.1c) What is the symmetric mixed-strategy equilibrium for the ex-
panded game? What is the judge's expected payo�?

Answer. Let (�0, �900, �1500,�2000) be the probabilities. It is
pointless ever to bid 2000, because it can only yield zero or negative pro�ts,
so �2000 = 0. In a symmetric mixed-strategy equilibrium, the return to the
pure strategies is equal, and the probabilities add up to one, so

�Smith(0) = �Smith(900) = �Smith(1500)

0:5�0(2000) = �900 + �0(2000) + 0:5�900(2000) = �1500+ �0(2000) + �900(2000) + 0:5�1500(2000);
(58)

and
�0 + �900 + �1500 = 1: (59)

Solving out these three equations for three unknowns, the equilibrium is
(0:4; 0:5; 0:1; 0:0).

The judge's expected payo� is 1200 (=2(0.5(900) + 0.1(1500)))

Note: The results are sensitive to the bids allowed. Can you speculate as
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to what might happen if the strategy space were the whole continuum from
0 to 2000?

(12.1d) In the expanded game, if the losing litigant gets back his gift,
what are the two equilibria? Would the judge prefer this rule?

Answer. Table A.13 shows the new outcome matrix. There
are three equilibria: x1 = (900; 900); x2 = 1500; 1500), and x3 = (2000; 2000).

Table A.13 \Bribes II"

Jones
$0 $900 $1500 $2000

$0 1000 , 1000 0,1100 0,500 0,0

Smith: $900 1100 ,0 550 , 550 0, 500 0,0

$1500 500,0 500; 0 250 , 250 0; 0

$2000 0,0 0; 0 0; 0 0 , 0

Payo�s to: (Smith, Jones).

The judge's payo� was 1200 under the unique mixed-strategy equilibrium
in the original game. Now, his payo� is either 900, 1500, or 2000. Thus,
whether he prefers the new rules depends on which equilibrium is played out
in it.

12.3: Government and Monopoly. Incumbent Apex and potential
entrant Brydox are bidding for government favors in the widget market. Apex
wants to defeat a bill that would require it to share its widget patent rights
with Brydox. Brydox wants the bill to pass. Whoever o�ers the chairman
of the House Telecommunications Committee more campaign contributions
wins, and the loser pays nothing. The market demand curve is P = 25�Q,
and marginal cost is constant at 1.

(12.3a) Who will bid higher if duopolists follow Bertrand behavior?
How much will the winner bid?

Answer. Apex bids higher, because it gets monopoly pro�ts
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from winning, and Bertrand pro�ts equal zero. Apex can bid some small �
and win.

(12.3b) Who will bid higher if duopolists follow Cournot behavior?
How much will the winner bid?

Answer. Monopoly pro�ts are found from the problem

MaximizeQa
Qa(25�Qa � 1); (60)

which has the �rst order condition 25� 2Qa � 1 = 0, so that Qa = 12 and
�a = 144(= 12(25� 12� 1)).

Each �rm's Cournot duopoly pro�ts are found from the problem

MaximizeQa
Qa(25�Qa �Qb � 1); (61)

which has the �rst order condition 25 � 2Qa � Qb � 1 = 0, so that if the
equilibrium is symmetric and Qb = Qa, then Qa = 8 and �a = 48(= 12(25�
8� 8� 1)=2).11

Brydox will bid up to 48. Apex will bid up to 96(= 144 � 48), and so
Apex will win the auction at a price of 48.

(12.3c) What happens under Cournot behavior if Apex can commit to
giving away its patent freely to everyone in the world if the entry bill passes?
How much will Apex bid?

Answer. Apex will bid some small � and win. It will commit
to giving away its patent if the bill succeeds, which means that if the bill
succeeds, the industry will have zero pro�ts and Brydox has no incentive to
bid a positive amount to secure entry.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 13

13.1: Di�erentiated Bertrand with Advertising. Two �rms that
produce substitutes are competing with demand curves

q1 = 10� �p1 + �p2 (62)

11xxx 48 is not correct. The pro�t equation is wrong.
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and
q2 = 10� �p2 + �p1: (63)

Marginal cost is constant at c = 3. A player's strategy is his price. Assume
that � > �=2:

(13.1a) What is the reaction function for Firm 1? Draw the reaction
curves for both �rms.

Answer. Firm 1's pro�t function is

�1 = (p1 � c)q1 = (p1 � 3)(10� �p1 + �p2): (64)

Di�erentiating with respect to p1 and solving the �rst order condition gives
the reaction function

p1 =
10+ �p2 + 3�

2�
: (65)

This is shown in Figure A.10.

Figure A.10 The Reaction Curves in a Bertrand Game with
Advertising

(13.1b) What is the equilibrium? What is the equilibrium quantity
for Firm 1?
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Answer. Using the symmetry of the problem, set p1 = p2 in
the reaction function for Firm 1 and solve, to give p�1 = p�2 =

10+3�
2���

. Using

the demand function for Firm 1, q1 =
10�+3�(���)

2���
.

(13.1c) Show how Firm 2's reaction function changes when � increases.
What happens to the reaction curves in the diagram?

Answer. The slope of Firm 2's reaction curve is @p2
@p1

= �

2�
. The

change in this when � changes is @2p2
@p1@�

= 1
2�

> 0. Thus, Firm 2's reaction
curve becomes steeper, as shown in Figure A.11.

Figure A.11 How Reaction Curves Change When � Increases

(13.1d) Suppose that an advertising campaign could increase the value
of � by one, and that this would increase the pro�ts of each �rm by more
than the cost of the campaign. What does this mean? If either �rm could
pay for this campaign, what game would result between them?

Answer. The meaning of an increase in � is that a �rm's
quantity demanded becomes more responsive to the other �rm's price, if it
charges a high price. The meaning is really mixed: partly, the goods become
closer substitutes, and partly, total demand for the two goods increases.
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If either �rm could pay, then a game of \Chicken" results, with payo�s
something like in Table A.14, where the ad campaign costs 1 and yields extra
pro�ts of 4 to each �rm.

Table A.14 An Advertising \Chicken" Game

Firm 2
Advertise Do not advertise

Advertise 3,3 ! 3,4
Firm 1: # "

Do not advertise 4,3  0,0
Payo�s to: (Firm 1, Firm 2).

13.3: Di�erentiated Bertrand. Two �rms that produce substitutes
have the demand curves

q1 = 1� �p1 + �(p2 � p1) (66)

and
q2 = 1� �p2 + �(p1 � p2); (67)

where � > �. Marginal cost is constant at c, where c < 1=�. A player's
strategy is his price.

(13.3a) What are the equations for the reaction curves p1(p2) and
p2(p1)? Draw them.

Answer. Firm 1 solves the problem of maximizing �1 = (p1�
c)q1 = (p1� c)(1��p1+�[p2�p1]) by choice of p1. The �rst order condition
is 1 � 2(� + �)p1 + �p2 + (� + �)c = 0, which gives the reaction function

p1 =
1+�p2+(�+�)c

2(�+�)
. For p2: p2 =

1+�p1+(�+�)c
2(�+�)

. Figure A.12 shows the reaction
curves. Note that � > 0, because the goods are substitutes.

Figure A.12 Reaction Curves for the Di�erentiated Bertrand
Game
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(13.3b) What is the pure-strategy equilibrium for this game?
Answer. This game is symmetric, so we can guess that p�1 =

p�2. In that case, using the reaction curves, p�1 = p�2 =
1+(�+�)c
2�+�

.

(13.3c) What happens to prices if �, �, or c increase?
Answer. The response of p� to an increase in � is:

@p�

@�
=

c

2�+ �
�2[1 + (� + �)c]

(2�+ �)2
=

 
1

(2� + �)2

!
(2�c+ �c� 2� 2�c � 2�c) < 0:

(68)
The derivative has the same sign as ��c� 2 < 0, so, since � > 0, the price
falls as � rises. This makes sense|� represents the responsiveness of the
quantity demanded to the �rm's own price.

The increase in p� when � increases is:

@p�

@�
=

c

(2�+ �)
�1 + (� + �)c

(2�+ �)2
=

 
1

(2� + �)2

!
(2�c+ �c� 1� �c � �c) < 0:

(69)
The price falls with �, because c < 1=�.

The increase in p� when c increases is:

@p�

@c
=

�+ �

2�+ �
> 0: (70)
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When the marginal cost rises, so does the price.

(13.3d) What happens to each �rm's price if � increases, but only
Firm 2 realizes it (and Firm 2 knows that Firm 1 is uninformed)? Would
Firm 2 reveal the change to Firm 1?

Answer. From the equation for the reaction curve of Firm 1,
it can be seen that the reaction curve will shift and swivel as in Figure A.13.
This is because @p2

@p1
= �

2(�+�
, so @2p2

@p1@�
= � �

2(�+�)2
< 0. Firm 2's reaction

curve does not change, and it believes that Firm 1's reaction curve has not
changed either, so Firm 2 has no reason to change its price. The equilibrium
changes from E0 to E1: Firm 1 maintains its price, but Firm 2 reduces its
price. Firm 2 would not want to reveal the change to Firm 1, because then
Firm 1 would also reduce its price (and Firm 2 would reduce its price still
further), and the new equilibrium would be E2.

Figure A.13 Changes in the Reaction Curves
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